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FivFive Te Total Strangersotal Strangers
Richards, Natalie

YYA RICHARDSA RICHARDS

Desperate to reach her grieving mother, Mira joins a
group of college students driving home after their
flight is stranded, but the road conditions are not the
only mortal danger they face.

Hoopla e-bookHoopla e-book

How WHow We Fe Fall Apartall Apart
Zhao, Katie

YYA ZHAA ZHAOO

Nancy Luo, Krystal Choi, Akil Patel, and
Alexander Lin, juniors at Manhattan's elite
Sinclair Prep, are forced to confront their secrets
after Jamie Ruan, once their closest friend, is
found dead.

All YAll Your Tour Twisted Secretswisted Secrets
Urban, Diana

YYA URBANA URBAN

What do the queen bee, star athlete, valedictorian,
stoner, loner, and music geek all have in common?
They were all invited to a scholarship dinner, only
to discover it's a trap. Someone has locked them
into a room with a bomb, a syringe filled with
poison, and a note saying they have an hour to
pick someone to kill ... or else everyone dies.

A Good Girl's Guide to MA Good Girl's Guide to Murderurder
Jackson, Holly

YYA JACKSONA JACKSON

As her senior capstone project, Pippa Fitz-Amobi
is determined to find the real killer in a closed,
local murder case, but not everyone wants her
meddling in the past.

MMonday's Not Comingonday's Not Coming
Jackson, Tiffany D.

YYA JACKSONA JACKSON

When her friend Monday Charles goes missing and
Monday's mother refuses to give her a straight answer,
Claudia digs into her disappearance.

I Killed Zoe SpanosI Killed Zoe Spanos
Frick, Kit

YYA FRICKA FRICK

Anna Cicconi's summer gig in the Hamptons
village of Herron Mills, as a nanny, is supposed to
be a fresh start. But the community has been on
edge since Zoe Spanos, a local girl, disappeared
New Year's Eve. Anna's resemblance to Zoe causes
her to delve into Zoe's life. She becomes
increasingly convinced that she and Zoe are
connected-- and that she knows what happened to
her. When Zoe's body is found in a nearby lake,
Anna is charged with manslaughter. But Martina
Green, teen host of the Missing Zoe podcast, isn't
satisfied. Can her podcast uncover the truth?

OvOverdriverdrive e-booke e-book

Little White LiesLittle White Lies
Barnes, Jennifer

YYA BARNESA BARNES

Eighteen-year-old Sawyer accepts her estranged
grandmother's bribe to live with her for a year,
participate in the debutante season and ball, and
possibly meet the father she has never known.

In the Hall With the KnifeIn the Hall With the Knife
Peterfreund, Diana

YYA PETERFREUNDA PETERFREUND

When a storm strikes at Blackbrook Academy, an elite
prep school nestled in the woods of Maine, a motley
crew of student-are left stranded on campus with
their headmaster. Hours later, a body is found
hanging in the conservatory and it's very clear her
death was no suicide. With this group of students
who are all hiding something, nothing is as it seems,
and everyone has a motive for murder.

The CheerleadersThe Cheerleaders
Thomas, Kara

TTwwo Can Keep a Secreto Can Keep a Secret
McManus, Karen

YYA THOMASA THOMAS

YYA MCMANUSA MCMANUS

As a town prepares for the anniversary of the deaths
of five cheerleaders who were killed in three separate,
horrific accidents, two teens uncover long-buried
truths about what really happened years ago.

While true-crime afficionado Ellery and her twin
brother are staying with their grandmother in a
Vermont community known for murder, a new friend
goes missing and Ellery may be next.se as America and
Japan become involved.
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They Both Die at the EThey Both Die at the Endnd
Silvera, Adam

YYA SILVERAA SILVERA

On September 5, a little after midnight, Death-
Cast calls Mateo Torrez and Rufus Emeterio to
give them some bad news: They're going to die
today. Mateo and Rufus are total strangers, but,
for different reasons, they're both looking to make
a new friend on their End Day. The good news:
There's an app for that. It's called the Last Friend,
and through it, Rufus and Mateo are about to
meet up for one last great adventure--to live a
lifetime in a single day.
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The CousinsThe Cousins
McManus, Karen

YYA MCMANUSA MCMANUS

Milly, Aubrey, and Jonah Story are cousins, but
they barely know each another, and they've never
even met their grandmother. Rich and reclusive,
she disinherited their parents before they were
born. So when they each receive a letter inviting
them to work at her island resort for the summer,
they're surprised . . . and curious.

InfluenceInfluence
Shepard, Sara

YYA SHEPARDA SHEPARD

After her family moves to Los Angeles, Delilah
Rollins, already a minor Internet celebrity,
plunges into the competitive and glamorous
world of social media influencers, but can
cosmetics and good lighting conceal cheating,
manipulation, blackmail, and murder?

The IviesThe Ivies
Donne, Alexa

The Initial InsultThe Initial Insult
McGinnis, Mindy

That WThat Weekendeekend
Thomas, Kara

YYA DONNEA DONNE

YYA MCGINISSA MCGINISS

YYA THOMASA THOMAS

The Ivies, five prep school elites who would kill to get
into the colleges of their dreams, has a showdown
after Liv gets into Harvard and queen bee Avery does
not.

Ostracized by the elite community of Amontillado,
Ohio, after the disappearance of her parents, Tress
organizes a Halloween costume party at an
abandoned house, where she launches a macabre plan
to force a popular former friend to confess what she
knows.

It was supposed to be the perfect prom weekend
getaway: three best friends, a lake house, a secret trip.
But it's clear something terrible happened when
Claire wakes up alone and bloodied on a hiking trail--
with no memory of the past forty-eight hours. The
answers are buried somewhere in Claire's memory--
and she is pretty sure she is not going to like what she
remembers.

I Know yI Know you Rememberou Remember
Donaldson, Jennifer

Zahra Gaines is missing. After three long years away,
Ruthie Hayden arrives in her hometown of
Anchorage, Alaska to this devastating news. Zahra
was Ruthie's best friend--the only person who ever
really understood her--and she vows to do whatever it
takes to find her. Zahra vanished from a party just
days before Ruthie's return, but the more people she
talks to, the more she realizes that the Zahra she knew
disappeared long before that fateful night.

YYA DONALDSONA DONALDSON

YYou Owou Owe Me Me a Me a Murderurder
Cook, Eileen

WWe Know It We Know It Was Yas Youou
Thrash, Maggie

Genuine FGenuine Fraudraud
Lockhart, E.

When the Winship Academy mascot jumps off a
bridge during a halftime show, she leaves behind a
lot of questions, and two students who witnessed
the scene firsthand are determined to find out
what really happened.

YYA COOKA COOK

YYAA LOCKHARTLOCKHART

On a school trip to London that includes her ex-
boyfriend and his new girlfriend, Kim meets risk-
taker Nicki, who proposes a diabolical deal.

Told through flashbacks, best friends Jule and
Imogen are orphaned outcasts who will do almost
anything to attain a happy, wealthy life.

YYAA TTHRASHHRASH
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A Danger to Herself and OthersA Danger to Herself and Others
Sheinmel, Alyssa

YYA SHEINMELA SHEINMEL

After her best friend, Agnes, goes into a coma as a
result of a game of Truth or Dare, rising senior
Hannah's secrets begin to escape while she is locked
in a psychiatric hospital.
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People Like UsPeople Like Us
Mele, Dana

When a girl is found dead at her elite boarding
school, soccer-star Kay Donovan follows a
scavenger hunt which implicates suspects
increasingly close to her, unraveling her group of
popular friends and perfectly constructed life

YYA MELEA MELE
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Broken ThingsBroken Things
Oliver, Lauren

Everyone thinks Mia and Brynn killed their best
friend after becoming obsessed and delusional over
a novel, but on the anniversary of their friend's
death a discovery pulls them back together to find
out what actually happened that night.

YYA OLIVERA OLIVER
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The MThe Murder Gameurder Game
Doyle, Carrie

YYA DOYLEA DOYLE

When someone attempts to frame his best friend for
murder at St. Benedict's boarding school, junior Luke
Chase starts investigating on his own and discovers
multiple suspects with darks secrets in their past.
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